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The strength of the electromagnetic fields in the bunch collision at a linear collider
will have a significant effect, yielding large numbers of beamstrahlung photons and
associated coherent pair production. These effects are limited in the proposed ILC
beam parameters which limit the strength of the bunch field to Υave = 0.27. The
CLIC 3 Tev design by comparison has a Υave = 3.34 yielding huge number of coherent
pairs. In terms of the precision physics programs of these proposed colliders there is an
imperative to investigate the effect of the strong bunch fields on higher order processes.
From the exact wavefunctions used in the calculation of transition rates within the
Furry interaction picture, and using appropriate simplifications, a multiplicative factor
to the coupling constants was obtained. This indicates a significant variation to the
transition rate near threshold energies. Further studies are in progress to calculate the
exact effect on expected observables.
1 Introduction
Within the beam-beam collision at the Interaction Point of a collider, strong electromagnetic
fields are present which can affect particle processes. The parameter that is used to estimate
the impact of the strong fields on particle transition rates is the dimensionless Υ parameter -
the ratio of the field strength to the Schwinger critical field at which real pairs are produced
from the vacuum. Beam parameters are chosen in the ILC design studies which limit Υ to
a value below unity which inhibits the production of coherent background pairs. The CLIC
design parameters at 3 TeV center of mass energy allow Υ to range up to the value of 10,
producing a large number of coherent pairs per bunch crossing at the level of a significant
fraction of the original bunch population.
Coherent pair production at a collider is a one vertex process which is kinematically
allowed because of the contribution of momentum from the external field. The transition
rate is calculated in the Furry interaction picture which utilises special wavefunctions for
particles that couple to the external field. The dependence on the external field strength is
a reasonably complex integration over special functions and polynomials. In order to gauge
the effect on higher order processes it is necessary to carry out explicit calculations within
the Furry picture.
The calculation of two-vertex processes in an external field is an ongoing field of study.
In a circularly polarised field, among other studies, Moller scattering [1–4], Compton Scat-
tering and Pair Production [5] have been considered and cross-sections reveal themselves as
resonant, exceeding one vertex cross-sections at the resonances.
At a collider, the external field produced by a relativistic charge bunch is a constant
crossed electromagnetic field. A consideration of two vertex Furry picture processes in such
a field is required in order to gauge the effect on collider process cross-sections. Furry picture
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Parameter ILC 1TeV CLIC 3 TeV
L(×1034) 4 3.6
N(incoh) 3.9e5 3.8e5
N(coh) 0 6.8e8
Υ (ave) 0.27 3.34
Υ (max) 0.94 10.9
δEbs 10% 28%
〈depol〉LW 0.62% 3.5%
Table 1: ILC and CLIC IP beam parameters
helicity amplitudes will be particularly important to understand precision spin physics such
as measurement of the triple gauge coupling and in the use of the W pair production to aid
in the calculation of the luminosity weighted polarisation as accurately as possible.
In this paper some of the building blocks of this strong field physics program will be as-
sembled. Simulations of the beam-beam interaction at ILC and CLIC reveal the numerical
value of the Υ parameter and the luminosity weighted depolarisation due to lowest order
processes. The wavefunctions required for calculation of the W pair production in an ex-
ternal field are introduced and an estimate of the dependence of the cross-section on the Υ
parameter is obtained.
2 1st order coherent processes at a collider
Each incoming charged particle to the interaction point of a collider sees the electromagnetic
field of the oncoming bunch. It is possible to completely take into account the strong bunch
field by solving the Dirac equation containing the field potential [6]. With use of these so-
lutions in the Feynman diagram formalism, the transition rates of the first order processes
- the beamstrahlung and the coherent pair production - can be calculated.
When helicity amplitudes are used, the spin dependent beamstrahlung transition rate
for an electron of spin sν momentum pµ in a field with field tensor F
µν , momentum kµ and
potential aµ can be written [7],
W =
αm2
πǫp
∫ ∞
0
du
(1 + u)2
[
e
m3
F ∗µνpµsν
zAi(z)
1 + u
−Ai1(z)− 2 + 2u+ u
2
z(1 + u)
Ai′(z)
]
(1)
where z =
(
u
Υ
)2/3
, Υ =
e|~a|(k · p)
m3
Equation 1 gives the spin flip rate which, along with spin precession, leads to IP depolar-
isation of the electron and positron beams. The pertinent ILC and CLIC parameters along
with the expected depolarisation are shown in table 1.
The Υ value varies during the IP bunch collision as the bunches distort under the pinch
effect. Using a tracking program such as CAIN [8], Υ for each photon involved in a coherent
pair production can be determined and a distribution plotted (figure 1). This distribution
sets the scale of Υ values to take into account.
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Figure 1: Upsilon value of coherent pairs.
Since CLIC produces copious numbers of coherent pairs and ILC very little, the coherent
pair production transition rate which is related to that of equation 1 is clearly limited by
the numerical value of Υ. One can check in fact that as Υ→0 the transition rate vanishes
as expected.
A non-zero Υ will have an effect on all physics processes at a collider and it is important
to determine that effect by a consideration of higher order external field processes.
3 Exact wavefunctions in the external field
In the Furry picture [9] (see also the Appendix of [10]) one separates off the external field
potential Ae from the part of the Lagrangian containing the electromagnetic interactions
and situates it in the equations of motion of the various charged particles. In particular, for
fermion wavefunctions ψep with rest mass me and W bosons wavefunctions W
e± with rest
mass mW the equations of motion are [11] (D
± = ∂µ ± ieAeµ),
(
D±2 +m2e ±
e
2
σµνFµν
)
ψep = 0(
D±2 +m2W
)
W e±µ ± 2ieFµνW e±ν = 0 (2)
Exact solutions of these equations of motion are possible for the case of plane wave
electromagnetic fields such as those present in the beam-beam interaction. The resulting
wavefunctions differ from the usual solutions by an extra phase Sp and modified spinors
Ep, EW ,
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ψep =
1
√
2ǫpV
Eψ e
−i(p·x+Sp(k·x))
W ep =
1
√
2ǫpV
EW e
−i(p·x+Sp(k·x)) (3)
where Eψ =
[
1− e /A
e/k
2(k · p)
]
up , EW =
[
gµν ± e
(k · p)
Fµν − e /A
e/k
2(k · p)2
kµkν
]
v±νp
Sp(k · x) ≡
∫ (k·x)
0
[
± e(A
e(φ) · p)
(k · p)
− e
2Ae(φ)2
2(k · p)
]
dφ
4 The Furry picture vertex
In order to proceed to a transition rate, one plugs in the exact wavefunctions into the
external field (equation 3) with the aid of Feynman diagrams in the usual way. For two
vertex processes, such a calculation is quite complex and and its details require a separate
study. Instead, here we examine the initial vertex of an s-channel process (figure 2) in order
to estimate the dependence on the strong field Υ parameter
x
p
p
+
−
q
Figure 2: The external field QED vertex.
To simplify the calculation (since we are only making an estimate here) we assume that
an incoming electron and positron in the centre of mass frame
√
s = 2E each see an anti-
collinear field of equal strength so that the scalar products,
(A · p) = 0, (k · p) = 2E (4)
Substituting into the wavefunction solutions the explicit expression for the constant
crossed field 4-potential, Aeµ = aµ(k. · x) and transforming to momentum space, the Furry
picture fermion wavefunction becomes,
ψep =
1
√
2ǫpV
∫
dr e−i(p+rξmekˆ)·x
[
1 + i
χ
ξ
/ˆa /ˆk
d
dr
]
Ai(r) up
where ξ = − me
24/3E
Υ2/3, χ =
m2e
8E2
Υ (5)
Now considering that for the ILC and CLIC design parameters, Υ ≈ 0.1-10 and
E ≈ 1-6 × 106 , the term in χ/ξ in equation 4 can be neglected. A lower bound on the r
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Figure 3: The Furry picture coupling constant multiplicative factor.
integration can be determined by requiring the energy of the bound state to be at least the
fermion rest mass,
r ≥ 1− γ
ξ
, γ = E/me (6)
Since there are two fermion wavefunctions contributing to the vertex of figure 2, some-
thing like the square of an integration over r can be expected. A multiplicative factor can
be extracted from the Furry picture vertex which gives the numerical scale of the variation
from the coupling constant in the normal interaction picture,
igeeγµ ≡
[∫ ∞
1−γ
ξ
drAi(r)
]2
igeγµ (7)
As the external field vanishes, the lower bound of the integration in equation 7 approaches
−∞ and the integration itself, unity. That is, in the correct limit the Furry picture coupling
constant approaches the normal coupling constant.
The multiplicative factor in equation 7 is plotted In figure 3 for various values of the
Υ parameter expected for ILC and CLIC, and for the beam energy expressed by γ. The
variation from the normal coupling constant is greatest near the threshold energy and for
larger Υ values.
5 Summary and Future work
As a preliminary to further work, we have here gauged the effect of the strong bunch fields
on physics processes at the ILC and CLIC. Simulations show that the Υ parameter which
quantifies the field strength seen by individual particles, varies up to the value of 1 for ILC
1 TeV and 10 for CLIC 3 TeV beam parameters. By approximating the IP bunch collision
as headon, and by considering only the leading term in the wavefunction solutions in the
external field, a multiplicative factor to the normal coupling constants can be obtained.
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This multiplicative factor - in effect a Furry picture coupling constant - varies with particle
energy and with Υ and is most significant around threshold energies. This is expected to be
noticeable enough to warrant a complete study of particular processes that are sensitive to
such changes.
Such a study would include different vertex factors for different species of particles. For
instance the vertices involving W bosons will not show such a strong variation with field
strength since both Υ and the the relativistic γ are smaller for higher rest mass particles.
Nevertheless, a transition product of a 2 vertex process in such a field is a product of all
vertex factors, including the significantly affected e+e− vertex, therefore all processes are
expected to be affected.
A full transition rate calculation will allow for additional terms in the modified spinors,
and the integration factor r will also appear in Mandelstam variables and within the trace
part. Moreover the particles involved in the process face not one but two external fields,
from both of the incoming charge bunches. Though exact solutions in such combination of
fields exist in only restricted configurations, progress is expected to be made by using the
principle of superposition to simplify the problem to be solved.
Finally, real events will have to be generated for further analyses, such as detector analy-
ses. Such an event generator will have to include a full electromagnetic tracker of the bunch
collision in order to determine the Υ parameter at each point of production/decay. All this
work is to appear in forthcoming studies.
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